Hazardous Materials Technician Module B (HMTB): The Week amplifies the basic chemistry week with introduction to Monitoring/measuring devices, Technical-Referencing, Wet Chemistry, and Toxicology. This class, didactic, and hands-on week serves to instruct participants in the nuances of behind-the-front-line operations at a Hazardous Materials event.

Technician Level: Modules A-D - This course is a 160 hour program (given over nonconsecutive training weeks) is designed to provide the requisite knowledge, fundamentals of chemistry and monitoring and manipulative training to prepare trainees for duty on a Hazardous Materials Response Team.

Open to fire service, law enforcement, health, environmental and specific private industry personnel, this course includes class, didactic and hands-on training in real-world scenarios-based experience.

Pre-requisite: First Responder Operations (FRO)

Course Length: 40 hours
Course Code: HMTB
CA-Approval: CA-013-RESP

For more information regarding this or other courses we offer, please call: (805) 594-2100
Email us at: CSTIinfo@caloes.ca.gov
Find us online by visiting: www.caloes.ca.gov/CSTI
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